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79 synonyms antonyms for second thesaurus com

Apr 21 2024

find 79 different ways to say second along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

second synonyms 111 similar and opposite words merriam

Mar 20 2024

synonyms for second minute moment heartbeat instant split second nanosecond jiffy trice antonyms
of second age eternity forever lifetime eon aeon infinity first

what is another word for second second synonyms

Feb 19 2024

find 3 671 synonyms for second and other similar words that you can use instead based on 27
separate contexts from our thesaurus

second 77 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english

Jan 18 2024

adjective these are words and phrases related to second click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the definition of second he was second in line she was second in her class
synonyms next after the first runner up they had a second house at the beach synonyms another one
more additional

second synonyms 2 449 words and phrases for second

Dec 17 2023

second synonyms 2 449 words and phrases for second minute n adj period time moment n adv time



period instant n adj time minute endorse v support aid back v support maintain time n period
length secondly adv secondary adj subordinate support v n uphold defend split second n

second synonyms collins english thesaurus

Nov 16 2023

synonyms for second in english next following succeeding subsequent sophomore additional other
further extra alternative

second in thesaurus 1000 synonyms antonyms for second

Oct 15 2023

synonyms similar meaning view all minute moment instant endorse back time secondly secondary
support split second assistant latter alternate next subordinate jiffy deputy little while double
promote alternative assist aide flash helper antonyms opposite meaning view all first primary
principal top original

second synonyms and antonyms yourdictionary

Sep 14 2023

synonyms for second secondary subordinate inferior next next in order following next to the first
next in rank accessorial another accessory other antonyms for second first top first top move

second wordreference com english thesaurus

Aug 13 2023

wordreference english thesaurus 2024 sense noun short amount of time synonyms split second sec
informal flash moment mo informal instant jiffy uk informal jiff uk informal blink of an eye
twinkling of an eye two shakes informal heartbeat trice sense adjective secondary synonyms



second synonyms antonyms synonyms com

Jul 12 2023

what is another word for second synonyms for second ˈsɛk ənd sec ond this thesaurus page includes
all potential synonyms words with the same meaning and similar terms for the word second english
synonyms and antonyms rate these synonyms 0 0 0 votes second help expresses greater dependence and
deeper need than aid

second onelook thesaurus and reverse dictionary

Jun 11 2023

second onelook thesaurus and reverse dictionary enter a word phrase description or pattern above
to find synonyms related words and more see help or try one these examples joyful sporadically
small amount strong wind types of enzyme squishy spongy gooey civicsearch search u s local
government meetings

second definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

May 10 2023

synonyms 2d 2nd ordinal being or denoting a numerical order in a series noun following the first
in an ordering or series he came in a close second see more noun the fielding position of the
player on a baseball team who is stationed near the second of the bases in the infield

another word for second synonyms antonyms

Apr 09 2023

2 if life had a second edition how i would correct the proofs john clare 3 when we meet real
tragedy in life we can react in two ways either by losing hope and falling into self destructive
habits or by using the challenge to find our inner strength thanks to the teachings of buddha i
have been able to take this second way dalai lama



second definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 08 2023

synonyms of second 1 a next to the first in place or time was second in line b 1 next to the first
in value excellence or degree his second choice of schools 2 inferior subordinate was second to
none c ranking next below the top of a grade or degree in authority or precedence second mate d
alternate other

second definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Feb 07 2023

3 adverb you say second when you want to make a second point or give a second reason for something
the soil is depleted first by crops grown in it and second by bacterial action 4 countable noun

synonyms of second collins american english thesaurus

Jan 06 2023

synonyms for second next following subsequent succeeding additional alternative extra further
other inferior

another synonyms 28 similar and opposite words merriam

Dec 05 2022

adjective ə ˈnə t hər definition of another as in further resulting in an increase in amount or
number add another thing to the shopping list synonyms similar words relevance further more
additional else farther other added side fresh new extra accessory peripheral supplementary
adjunct supplemental plus excess

second definition meaning dictionary com

Nov 04 2022



adjective next after the first being the ordinal number for two being the latter of two equal
parts next after the first in place time or value the second house from the corner next after the
first in rank grade degree status or importance the second person in the company alternate other i
have my hair cut every second week

seconds synonyms 85 similar and opposite words merriam

Oct 03 2022

synonyms of seconds seconds 1 of 3 noun 1 definition of seconds plural of second as in minutes a
very small space of time i ll be ready in a second synonyms similar words relevance minutes
heartbeats moments nanoseconds instants split seconds eyeblinks shakes winks microseconds trices
twinkles twinklings flashes jiffies

other synonyms 109 similar and opposite words merriam

Sep 02 2022

1 as in different being not of the same kind no i need the other pen the blue one synonyms similar
words relevance different diverse distinctive distinguishable several various unlike dissimilar
varied disparate distant differentiable unalike nonidentical miscellaneous
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